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INTRODUCTION TO
DEVISING THEATRE

:: The use of stimulus to generate

ideas. 

:: Awkward City's own devising

techniques from the rehearsal

room.  

:: Working as an ensemble. 

:: Developing material. 

:: By the end of this session your

group should have an

understanding of the devising

process and leave with techniques

to apply to any devising project.  

 

ABOUT US  

Awkward City offer workshop

sessions designed for GCSE, A-Level

and University level degree courses

as well as for theatre professionals.  

 

This pack is a guide of what

workshops we offer. Of course,

sessions will always be tailored

according to your specific needs and

groups. All workshops can be either

full or half day sessions unless stated. 

 

Awkward City can deliver Bronze,

Silver and Gold Arts Award. This can

take place at your institution or

externally and independently of an

educational organisation. 
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DEVISING THEATRE - 
ADVANCED
 

:: Looking at techniques to apply to

students own work or projects. 

:: Hitting a wall - devising problem

solving.  

:: Creating a robust ensemble. 

:: Techniques include:

Storytelling, Improvisation

Verbatim theatre, choral work and

object manipulation.  

:: Students will develop their own

short devised performance piece

to show back at the end of the

workshop.  1 



 PHYSICAL THEATRE - 
FULL DAY

:: Explore how to use your

physicality to create material. 

:: Learn physical confidence

techniques.  

:: Working as an ensemble. 

:: Working with the voice and text

within physical theatre. 

:: Participants will devise their own

short physical performance piece

to show back at the end of the

workshop.  

:: Learn techniques to apply to

future work. 

PUBLIC SPEAKING

:: Explore what makes a good 

public speaker.  

:: Learn techniques in 

communication, presentation, 

public speaking and performance 

to take away. 

:: Become a better communicator 

and gain a greater awareness of 

the importance of speaking out. 

:: Physical awareness when 

speaking. 

:: Finding meaning in the text. 

:: Combat nerves and find your 

true voice. 2



PERFORMANCE 
TEACHNIQUES & 
PERFORMER DISCIPLINE

:: Working on focus, presence and

physical control. 

:: Using the body, voice and mind

as a tool on stage. 

:: Working with articulation, clarity

and projection. 

:: Explore peripheral, timing,

silence, momentum and pace.

Participants will develop a strong

presence as performers by the end

of the session.  

VERBATIM & 
DOCUMENTARY THEATRE 
- FULL DAY

:: Exploring verbatim and

documentary theatre. 

:: Turning archived material into

public work. 

:: Working with interviews, media

material, pictures and transcripts.  

:: The importance of authenticity in

creating verbatim work.  

:: Techniques for constructing

material in groups.  

:: Participants will be given a

practical task to work on and will

show back work in progress. 3



PERFORMANCE 
DEVELOPMENT  

:: A member of Awkward City can

assist in the development of your

performances, helping with the

direction of already existing

pieces at any stage in the process

that may require assistance. 

:: Working with problem solving

and moving past obstacles.  

:: Group dynamic work.  

:: Helpful exercises, advice and

techniques to enhance the piece

further.  

SETTING UP A THEATRE 
COMPANY

:: Where to start. 

:: Networking, company

development, arranging and

holding meetings.  

:: Funding. 

:: Working with venues and external

organisations.  

:: Making theatre that matters 

:: Establishing yourself within a

community.  

:: Q&A
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